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DID I STRUGGLE TO OVERCOME NARROW-MINDED VALUES AND IDEOLOGIES? 
 
BY ERASMUS NDULUE 
 
It is axiomatic that there are norms, mores, traditions, and values that are enshrined in nation 
states that make up the civilized world. But some of the above-mentioned age long values are 
not sacrosanct, and if not interrogated constructively, would give the erroneous impression 
that the enlightened class is not far from being categorised as Tabula Rasa.  
The contradictions, economic disparity, abuse of the girl child, and class struggle that were 
inherent in the society compelled me to embark on periodic sober reflection, as I wondered 
whether rationality and perceptive thinking were lacking in a world, we all adjudged, rightly 
or wrongly, to be, somewhat civilized.  
 
I never alluded to Utopian or Elysian bliss due to its unfathomable idealism that had the 
potential to either enshrine the principles of self-abnegation or concretize the dogma of 
narcissism. But I reckoned that since the Christian and Buddhist dogma that professed the 
golden rule: ‘Do as you would be done by,’ was no longer at its mythical and transformational 
threshold, that perhaps, the Negritude ideology and models of Pan Africanism would make 
our society better. I was, momentarily, blinded by the erroneous concept of certitude, 
knowingly blindsiding the thesis that there are few absolutes in the universe. This belief in 
Negritude ideology and models of Pan Africanism was so strong, as I readily identified with 
the ideals of the rainbow coalition known as the Frontline States, which battled apartheid 
South Africa to nullify the offensive racists canon that profaned the sensibilities of the civilized 
world.  
 
Apartheid, to me, was no different from Nazism. My strong belief in diversity, peaceful co-
existence among various races underpinned my strong opposition to the apartheid regime in 
South Africa. It is my firm belief that racism, ethnicity or tribalism, sectarianism, global 
warming, and nuclear arsenals are the greatest threat to humanity. I doubt if the nuclear 
powers would be persuaded to abandon the deterrents in their arsenals. But ‘strategic arms 
limitation talks’ should be encouraged, and rogue nations prevented from acquiring nuclear 
arsenals.  
 
Yet, even with the collapse of apartheid in South Africa in 1993, the spirit of brotherhood 
among blacks and other races in that country was short lived, as xenophobia, chauvinism, 
bigotry, and black on black violence took the upper hand, thus undermining my strong belief 
in Pan Africanism.  
 
Ideas, no matter how compelling, do not always make dramatic impacts, but would rather 
impact the society in a measured manner. The subtle parochialism of Pan Africanism, I 
reasoned, could engender complexities, that would be inimical to the good of the society, as 
it could be turned to a breeding ground for racial chauvinism by the uninformed, and even 
exploited by self-serving political leaders, who tend to cover up their incompetence by playing 
to the gallery, and brandishing the ethnic or racial card to settle scores with foreign nations 
that frown at their misrule and violations of the fundamental human rights of their subjects.  
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Of course, black on black violence or rather ethnic cleansing had been prevalent in some 
African countries in the 1960s, and even in the United States. It is difficult for human thoughts, 
beliefs, and ideas to totally transform the society, but rational beliefs and well thought out 
ideas could only engender steady steeps in the right direction. 
 
The world witnessed the eruption of pogrom in Nigeria in 1966 when Nigerians from the 
Eastern Region numbering over Thirty Thousand, were massacred in the Northern Region, 
leading to the Biafra war between 1967 and 1970, which led to the tragic death of over Two 
Million innocent civilians, due, mainly to starvation and economic blockade, by Nigeria’s 
military junta. In Rwanda, seismic political miscalculations led to the genocidal massacre of 
Eight Hundred Thousand Tutsis by Hutus in 1994, while in Darfur, Western Sudan, over Five 
Hundred Thousand civilians were eliminated in a well-choreographed ethnic cleansing, 
culminating in 2003. The ethnic cleansing of Albanians by Serbs in Kosovo in 2004, reached 
epochal proportions, questioning the certainty of the universal declaration by global leaders 
at the United Nations in 1948: ‘Never Again.’ 
 
Of course, there were mind boggling precedents in Nazi Germany. Nazism, which was the 
crudest form of racism that was nurtured by the defamed Third Reich, inspired the tragic 
elimination of Six Million Jews from the globe between 1941 and 1945 and enshrined the 
lopsided concept of anti-Semitism in the consciousness of deranged supremacists all over the 
world. That barbaric holocaust shocked humanity and tore to shreds, the enlightened rule 
books of modern civilizations. This monstrous, soulless, and atavistic Nazi ideology still has 
fringe adherents, known as rednecks, in the Western World. Expectedly, the aggression of the 
war machines of the Third Reich led to the second world war in 1939, and the crushing of Nazi 
Germany by the Allied forces. Millions of lives were sacrificed due to the antiquated ideology 
of this unbridled racial supremacy that was brewed by nationalists with warped thinking.  
 
As far as I am concerned, human lives are sacred, and human rights are inalienable. Racial 
inequality is on the same pedestal as injustice, and any society that is not just and fair to its 
citizenry is, wittingly or unwittingly, sowing seeds of discord. Stereotypes, stigmatism, and 
sectarianism are the by-products of societies that have, consciously or unconsciously, 
institutionalized inequality and injustice in their canon. Such tenets are abhorrent to my 
beliefs, as I believe that a nation state that has values that are fair to everyone is less likely to 
implode due to tensions generated by the various interest groups and other suffocating 
energies clamouring for spaces in the polity.  
 
There are enough spaces to accommodate diversities and multiplicities, as information 
superhighway and cyberspace have made the world almost ‘borderless.’ By churning out texts 
that celebrate our diversities, we make conscious efforts to reduce ethnic, racial and sectarian 
tensions. That thesis informed my article on the cultural gravitas, monuments, and landmarks 
of Scotland on June 27, 2020. The article was entitled: ‘See Scotland and Live,’ and published 
in the online magazine of my Alma Mater: ‘The Renaissance.’  (Therenaissance.com.ng).  
 
Although, Pan Africanism and Negritude had their shortcomings, they helped galvanise 
members of my generation to combat apartheid with whatever tools we could lay our hands 
on. Negritude was about inward thinking and self-belief while Pan Africanism was the building 
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block of nationalism and self-rediscovery; it was tailored to purge the mentality of Africans of 
complexes that were engrained in their consciousness on account of over four hundred years 
of Trans-Atlantic slavery and colonialism. They were parts of the norms and mores that were 
embraced by the populace of newly independent African countries. But sloganeering, only 
whitewashed the underlining dictatorship of the post independence leaders, who deployed 
the sentiments of anti-colonialism to cement their deadly grip on power.  
 
There were no concerted efforts to toe the technological path that would engender free 
market economy and build a modern civilized and democratic society. There were internal 
contradictions in the society that festered like open sores.  
As we battled apartheid, we did little or nothing to confront tribalism, nepotism, sectarianism, 
and ethnicity that weighed down our polity, and killed our dream of nurturing a seamless 
multi-ethnic society that would be devoid of discrimination based on gender, creed, sexual 
orientation, and ethnicity. The death of our dream of a just and prosperous society compelled 
me to write a poetry, entitled: ‘Lament of a Ghetto Child,’ which was published in an 
anthology, ‘The Space Between,’ by the International Library of Poetry, Owings Mills, 
Maryland, United States of America, in 1994. 
 
Totally appalled by the sectional, regional and primordial inclinations of Nigeria’s present 
leadership, where most of the sensitive positions in the military, paramilitary, intelligence and 
immigrations are occupied by appointees from a particular section of the country who profess 
the same creed, I did a write up entitled: ‘The Metamorphosis of Buhari,’ in the online 
magazine, ‘’The Renaissance’’ on November 6, 2020, to caution the grossly insensitive and 
ethnocentric president, Muhammadu Buhari, to respect the diversity of the country that has 
more than four hundred ethnic nationalities. The impunity of his ‘democratic’ administration 
which has no respect for the rule of law, has raised serious tension in some of the regions, 
with agitation for secession reaching its crescendo. A supposedly ‘democratic’ government 
has continued to infringe on the human rights of activists by not respecting rulings from the 
judicial arm of government. Peaceful protesters, calling for the dissolution of a brutal police 
unit, ‘Anti Robbery Squad,’ were attacked with live bullets and scores brutally massacred by 
soldiers from the 81 Division at Lekki toll gate on October 20, 2020. The British and Canadian 
parliaments have called for a thorough investigations of the killing of the youthful innocent 
protesters. Moreover, the United States’ State Department, had, earlier in December 2020, 
designated Nigeria: ‘a country of particular concern’ due to persistent and crude violations of 
religious freedom. Nigeria is now sharing that dishonour with closed states such as: Saudi 
Arabia, North Korea, and communist China. 
 
The girl child, who should have been the crown jewel in an ideal society, was subjected to the 
worst form of physical, psychological, mental, and sexual abuse. And, even as minors, these 
girls were forced to marry men, old enough to be their grandparents in relationships that 
were devoid of any form of emotional attachment in Northern Nigeria. Due to vague religious 
beliefs and antiquated traditions, these girls were quarantined in rooms, and they never had 
the option to imbibe western education. Those that managed to attend schools risked being 
kidnapped by jihadi terrorists that professed a strange ideology, known as ‘Boko Haram,’ 
which means; ‘’western education is a sin.’’ In my little way, I called the attention of the world 
to the plight of these marginalized group in my short story entitled: ‘My Escape from Boko 
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Haram Jihadi Militants,’ which was published in a multilingual anthology, entitled: ‘Novum 
#2,’ in 2018. 
 
The fate of the girl child was made worse by the tidal waves of patriarchy that are engrained 
in the traditional society, especially in the Eastern Region of Nigeria, where I hail from. 
Although, some clans, quite insignificant if numeracy is used as a yardstick, in the above-
mentioned region, proclaim matriarchy, the latter, is subsumed in the overarching ripple of 
monomaniacal patriarchy that is dominant in most of the clans that make up the region. Even 
where patriarchy was dominant, some powerful group of women, known as ‘Umuada’ or 
‘Umuokpu,’ are the enforcers of the patriarchal tendencies that are skewed, significantly 
against the interest of women and womanhood. Some women in that region tend to be 
comfortable with that self-defeating contradiction, which could be attributed to age old 
brainwashing, expertly tailored by dogmatic priests of dreaded oracles, on whose blood-
soaked shrine, the lore and norms of the traditional society were canonized. Such canons 
were hardly questioned by the womenfolk due to their antiquity. 
 
In the Eastern Region the girl child, according to tradition, is not entitled to any inheritance 
from her parents. The age long tradition subsisted for generations until a few enlightened 
women challenged the obnoxious tradition in the Supreme Court, Nigeria’s apex court, and 
got a favourable ruling as recently as August 2020. It is bewildering that so many girls were 
denied their birth right and the inheritance of their parents’ property, due to an obsolete 
customary law that run contrary to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.  
 
Even before the landmark ruling by the Supreme Court, enlightened men from that region, 
unilaterally jettisoned that archaic tradition that overpampered the male child. I never 
supported that lopsided postulation. I questioned it but it was deeply seated in tradition and 
I elected that all my kids, both males and females, would not be denied their inheritance. That 
was why I aligned myself with the tenet of equality of the sexes in the Western World where 
no one would be discriminated against, based on gender.  
 
Although, we have seen controversial issues bothering on discrepancies in the earnings of 
female and male presenters in the media world in United Kingdom; the fact that such lopsided 
earnings were made public was a step in the right direction. It would have dented the image 
of Great Britain and cast question marks on her credentials as an open society if that sexist 
‘fault line’ was still shrouded in secrecy. It was this desire for ‘balance of power’ between the 
sexes that inspired the theme in my independently published science fiction where I created 
seven heroines that saved Scotland from luciferous aliens from the cosmos. I have decided to 
change the title of the novel to celebrate the exploits of the girl child to: ‘The Seven Angels of 
Scotland,’ as I prepare my mind to submit the manuscript to Traditional Publishers. The 
present title is: ‘Aliens and the golden swords in St Ninian’s Island.’   
 
Sadly, a few well-meaning nationalist leaders that had an agendum to rebuild their societies 
and dismantle age old traditions that were retrogressive, became victims of military coup 
d’état. Some of these great ideologues died with their dreams of transforming their nation 
states. Military dictatorship with populist but directionless ideologies simply engrained 
crudity in the polity as incompetent men that were barely educated assumed the helm of 
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affairs. We battled apartheid but turned blind eye to the plight of the girl child, the 
marginalized, and other fault lines such as sectarianism and tribalism.  
 
However, these unproven and nebulous ideologies by the military junta only papered the 
cracks in the incompetent temples of misgovernance. I deployed the tools of the written 
word, as words are proven weapons that would change or redirect our mode of thinking. I 
wrote an article in a provincial daily, canvassing the dismantling of corrupt leadership, 
highlighting that it was not just abhorrent but an indelible dent on the ecclesiastical chess 
board of humanity. I totally abhor bad leadership, racism, or any form of discrimination based 
on one’s sexual orientation, political inclination, creed, and race.  
 
Later, I was immersed in the potpourri of a profound ideological catharsis when I embraced 
Marxism in my undergraduate days at the University, believing it to hold the master key that 
would right the wrongs of the society. It struck a chord in my consciousness, as the political 
class were living in opulence while the commoners lived in abject poverty, wallowing in a 
dehumanizing environment that lacked all the necessities of life. I felt that Marxism and 
Communism would lead to a bloodless revolution that would sweep away the elite class and 
restore power to the proletariat in my home country. Once, the society became classless, I 
surmised, all our problems would be solved. I dreamed of a society where the masses had 
access to pipe borne water, motorable road networks, medical care, free and compulsory 
education, reliable rail system and well-organized road transportation. 
 
Reading the intellectually stimulating treatise of Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Vladimir Lenin, 
and other materialist thinkers on the ‘Laws of historical and dialectical materialism,’ my inert 
consciousness burst. I started seeing stars, asteroids, and comets blazing in the horizons of 
intellectualism, assuring me that I was toeing a path that would free the masses from the 
shackles of inertia. I took active part in peaceful protests, against unpopular government 
policies between 1985 and 1989, including the popular nation-wide demonstration against 
the unpopular Vice Chancellor of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Professor Ango Abdullahi, 
who was running the school in a draconian manner. It was pathetic that such a respected 
Ivory Tower, where learning and excellence should be celebrated, was debased, and 
desecrated by this Vice Chancellor. It was shocking that decades of arbitrariness, misrule, 
tyranny, and mismanagement by military dictators in Nigeria and other African countries were 
rubbing off, negatively on hallowed ‘Centres of learning and Culture,’ which, in an ideal 
situation, were expected to be above board. The entangling shadows of Jean Bedel Bokassa, 
Mobutu Sese Seko, Idi Amin, Sani Abacha, and Mengistu Haile Mariam pinned continental 
Africa down for decades. 
 
But as I reflected on the abuse of this utopian ideology in Cambodia, Cuba, Ethiopia, Vietnam, 
China, former Soviet Union, and North Korea, I felt that my ‘beloved ideology’ was prone to 
abuse by those who profess it, as it hindered mental and spiritual creativity. An ideology that 
professed a classless society would not enslave the very proletariat or plebeians it claimed to 
protect. A reminder of George Orwell’s evergreen allegorical masterpiece work of fiction: 
‘’Animal Farm’’ which postulated that ‘All animals are equal, but some are more equal than 
others.’  
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The economies of the Socialist states could not cope with the demands of the highly 
competitive open market economy that steam rolled the globe, and subsequently stagnated 
due to complacency and absence of internal democracy. Regrettably, the brainwashed 
populace, that lived below poverty line had to bear the brunt.  
 
Moreover, perennial cases of human rights abuses, contempt for the rule of law, extra-judicial 
killings, suppression of ethnic minorities like the Tibetans, Uighurs, Tartars and Chechens, and 
the intolerance of the opposition, were contrary to my beliefs. As a realist, I refused to be 
enslaved by the Marxist / Socialist ideology, no matter how beautiful it sounded. Truly, the 
logical treatise in Socialism was benumbing; I was totally seduced by its logicalities and the 
scientific classifications of the contradictions in the Capitalist society. But the reality on 
ground indicated that it was a mere academic postulation. To be frank, it took me time to 
accept the frailties and chinks in the armour of this ideology. The iron curtain that was erected 
by Josef Stalin; the serial elimination of the opposition and elite by Pol Pot in Cambodia; the 
militarism in North Korea as enshrined by Kim II Sung; the oppression of the peasants by 
Chairman Mao; the dictatorship of Fidel Castro; the crude suppression of the populace by 
Mengistu Haile Mariam of Ethiopia; all these negative tendencies stained the golden glow of 
that rich ideology.  
 
That China’s economy is thriving today, was because of the paradigm shift it made by 
embracing an open market economy, although the Communist party still retained the reins 
of power. But one thing that could not be taken away from the imperfect Socialist countries 
was the drastic reduction in robbery and violent crime which were quite common in Capitalist 
societies and Western democracies. 
 
 In my restlessness, I found solace in the humane ideology of Mahatma Gandhi and the black 
civil rights leader, Martin Luther king Jnr. With comrades of like minds, led by Nnamdi 
Ezekakpu, we formed the Martin Luther King Centre for Non-Violence Peaceful Change on 
Nsukka campus of University of Nigeria. That was a turning point in my life. Our message of 
non-violence, pacifism, non-aggression resonated, and was widely received on campus which 
was then prone to violent and bloody clashes among various cult groups like the Buccaneers, 
Black Axe, Pirates and Green Berets. We invited eminent scholars who extolled the idealism 
of pacificism and canvassed dialogue to iron out differences. To add bite to my newfound 
ideology, I continued to use the tool of the written word to set agenda and play the role of a 
gatekeeper in our polity. I have written numerous articles and rejoinders canvassing good 
governance in my country of origin, Nigeria, which should have been part of the First World, 
if not for the endemic corruption that was perpetrated and perpetuated by the parasitic 
political class. All my articles were hinged on social justice, and insistence that leaders must 
be held to account. I plunged into the murky waters of the political arena to practice what I 
had been canvassing in the pages of newspaper despite my youthful age.  
As a graduate student, I joined a political vanguard that canvassed a peaceful political 
transition from military dictatorship to civilian administration, leading to the emergence of a 
democrat, MKO Abiola, as the duly elected president of Nigeria on June 12, 1993, after almost 
ten years of military dictatorship.  
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MKO Abiola, a well-known philanthropist, was not a saint, but every region in Nigeria 
embraced him and elected him, even though he and his running mate professed the same 
religious faith: Islam.  
For the first time in Nigeria’s political history, primordial loyalties and religious inclinations 
never played any role in Nigeria’s elections. That was the kind of dream I truly professed. And 
I, fully, embraced that well-reasoned nationalist inclinations, as my contribution to nation 
building. Yet, the political elite that always profited from ethnic politics, regionalism and 
provincialism collided with the military junta to truncate that universally acclaimed 
presidential polls. 
 
Unfortunately, the election which was recognised throughout the world as free and fair, was 
annulled by the military dictators who were unwilling to give up power. Human rights activists 
battled the military dictatorship to standstill and restored our democracy in 1999, after the 
elected president died in mysterious circumstances while in solitary confinement on July 7, 
1998; the day it was alleged he would be freed from solitary confinement. Nigeria was, simply 
transformed to a Hobbesian state, where life was ‘nasty, brutish and short.’ 
 
Of course, my inclinations are not cast in stone, but, in as much as I believe in diplomacy, 
multilateralism, the elementary principles of give and take, compromise and accommodation, 
I am not disposed to compromising fundamental principles that would negate human rights 
and endanger the environment. I now combine sublime climate activism with my pacifist 
proclivities in the society. I explore the oeuvre of poetry, science fiction, fiction, and short 
story to underline the inevitability of accommodating green spaces and pampering greenery 
in the global landscape. Greenery should be the datum point of humanity. Any environment 
that is not enveloped in the tapestry of greenery is simply denatured.  
 
I was privileged to have been brought up in the serene environment of Government Reserved 
Area, Aba, in Eastern Nigeria. It was an area that was inhabited exclusively by the elite British 
colonial administrators. It was providential that our parents, who had embraced Western 
Education, and were qualified to execute the bureaucratic task of the departing colonialists, 
had to be allotted those choice units of magnificent buildings, surrounded by tress, 
shrubberies, and multiple species of flowers. Growing up in such a scenic environment made 
it natural for me to ‘fall in love’ with nature, hence my genuine concern for planet earth as it 
faces the challenges of global warming on account of the activities of humanity. This undying 
love for greenery inspired my poetry entitled: ‘Lament of Planet Earth’ and ‘let there be 
Green, among others. 
 
Global warming: rise in sea levels, desertification, deforestation, depletion of wildlife, 
overfishing, loss of shorelines, black holes in the ozone layer and the melting of the Antarctic 
ice sheets are serious threats to the ecological balance, the food chain and food web.  
 
I was pleased that a section of the civilized world, 196 parties to be precise, adopted the Paris 
protocol for safeguarding planet earth against the rambunctious impact of climate change 
and global warming in 2015, which came into force in November 2016.  
 
Some European countries like the United Kingdom and France, as part the commendable 
drive to encourage zero emissions, would probably stop using fossil fuel powered vehicles in 
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2030 and 2040, respectively. That is an audacious target aimed at protecting the environment 
from the vagaries of unhealthy emissions like carbon monoxide and other 
chlorofluorocarbons, CFCs.  
 
The rise in Ocean current and increase in the volume of waters due to the melting of Antarctic 
ice sheets have worsened the cases of flooding, globally, but the Third World countries, 
especially Africa countries, sub-Sahara, are worst hit, due to poor town planning and blocked 
drainage systems. 
 
Regrettably, a major global power, the United States, declined to endorse the Paris protocol 
due to narrow economic interest and self-serving posturing of its president. One would have 
expected the United Nations, as the bastion of global civilization to persistently pressure 
influential world powers to lead by example by embracing the climate protocols for a common 
good. The powerlessness of United Nations when it comes to consensus building is hinged on 
the veto powers allotted to five global powers that are members of the United Nations 
Security Council, thus enshrining inequality in the balance of global thinking. I share the view 
that multilateralism and wide consultations would help to steady the ship of the diverse global 
arena. 
 
Parochialism, narrowmindedness, unilateralism, singlemindedness, closed-mindedness, and 
provincialism were elevated to statecraft by that executive fiat that was handed to the global 
powers. It made a mincemeat of inclusivity, wide consultations, and ultimately diminished the 
pearls of multilateralism. As a pacifist, I was alarmed that self-interests impeded global 
powers from reaching a consensus and take on brutal dictatorships in Asia, Africa, and Middle 
East. Self interest among global powers made it impossible to resolve the bloody armed 
conflict in Syria, Yemen, South Sudan, and Somalia, while the helpless civilians, children and 
women pay a heavy price with their blood, self-esteem, and future.  
 
If we are truly practising democracy, no country, no matter how powerful, should have a veto 
power. Although veto power is a tool for checks and balances among the five global powers, 
it, inevitably, negates the principles of democracy even as it promotes narrow interest. 
Rather, every independent country, if such country has a democratic government, should cast 
her votes when issues become contentious in the United Nations, and the majority should 
have their say, no matter how unpalatable. No sane nation would toe a path or support 
policies that would be inimical to the wellbeing of humanity and Planet Earth because the 
earth is our collective inheritance. The voices of every nation state should be heard, loud and 
clear. That is the seed bed of multilateralism, underlining in unequivocal manner, the 
elementary principles of collective responsibility.  
 
 
 


